Ethnic sensitive or molecular sensitive beyond all regions being equal in multiregional clinical trials.
For decades, clinical trials have been the primary mechanism for medical products to enter the marketplace. Over more than a decade, globalization of medical product development via a multiregional clinical trial (MRCT) approach has generated greater enthusiasm because of tangible benefits in terms of cost and time for drug development. There are, however, many challenges including and not limited to design issues, statistical analysis methods, interpretation of extreme region performance, and in-process quality assurance issues. This article presents a number of examples to exemplify regional variability expected versus precision of treatment effect estimates that are generally impacted by the type of primary efficacy endpoint evaluated. We explore region-driven intrinsic and extrinsic ethnic factors for potential explanation of regional heterogeneity caused by differences in medical practice and / or disease etiology. Bayesian credible interval may be considered as a viable approach to assess the robustness of region-specific treatment effect. Ethnic-sensitive or molecular-sensitive region-driven designs may be explored to prospectively address the potential regional heterogeneity versus the potential predictiveness of causal genetic variants or molecular target biomarkers on treatment effect.